Abstract. This paper describes a new method for detecting moving objects with an omnidirectional camera. The proposed method uses a fixed omnidirectional camera which can acquire images surrounding the camera and a background subtraction technique based on adaptively updating background images. In subtracting the background image from the input image, we consider the oscillation of intensity so that the proposed method can robustly detect moving objects under the condition that there are fluorescent lights and incoming lights from windows. In experiments, moving objects have been successfully detected in indoor environments.
Introduction
When we detect moving objects with a common video camera, the field of view is limited. There are some methods for solving this problem. Although most of the methods use a PTZ (panning, tilting and zooming) camera [1] or multiple cameras [2] . An omnidirectional camera [3, 4] has a number of advantages. For example, if we use background subtraction for detecting moving objects, with a PTZ camera, we must synchronize the PTZ of the camera and the PTZ of the background image. When we use multiple cameras, the system becomes complex. On the other hand, an omnidirectional camera, which can acquire an omnidirectional view at a time, is suitable for detecting moving objects in the surrounding environment. However, most of conventional methods suffer from oscillations of intensity, such as fluorescent lights. This paper describes a new method for robustly detecting moving objects with an omnidirectional camera and a background subtraction technique based on adaptively updating background images.
Detecting Moving Objects

Outline of the method
The proposed method uses an omnidirectional camera and a background subtraction technique. The fixed omnidirectional camera acquires omnidirectional images surrounding the camera. First, we estimate the background image and amplitude image from the first several frames of the input omnidirectional image sequence. After the background image and amplitude image are estimated, we detect moving objects from the input images, the background image and the amplitude image, updating the background image and the amplitude image. Next, we generate common perspective images of moving objects, calculating fan-shaped bounding-boxes which enclose the detected moving objects in the omnidirectional image.
Omnidirectional camera: HyperOmni Vision
We use HyperOmni Vision [5] as an omnidirectional camera in the present work. HyperOmni Vision is composed of a hyperboloidal mirror and a video camera as illustrated in Fig.1 . The camera acquires an omnidirectional scene reflected by the hyperboloidal mirror. The hyperboloidal mirror is constructed of a hyperboloid of two sheets of revolution, which has two focal points ( and O ). The camera lens center is fixed at the focal poin C . Given a world coordina
and an image coordinat (
A ray going from the point ( )
in 3D toward the inner focal point O is reflected by the mirror and passes through the outer focal point O intersecting the image plane at the point . Therefore, the projection of HyperOmni Vision is not common planar perspective, but satisfies the single viewpoint constraint. The relationship between and 
By using the above equation, an omnidirectional input image can be converted to a common perspective image at the viewpoint O [6] (see Fig.2 ). In this study, we generate common perspective images of detected moving objects. 
Detecting moving object areas from omni-directional input images
The proposed moving object detection method is based on background subtraction. The background subtraction is carried out at each pixel.
We model the intensity of background pixel as follows. I = Iave + σ sin(2π*ω*t) + k*noise, where I : intensity of background pixel, Iave : average of I in time, σ: amplitude of oscillation of intensity, ω : frequency of oscillation of intensity, t : time, k : -1, 0, or +1, noise : noise which is dependent only on the video camera.
The term σ sin(2π*ω*t) in Eq.(3) means a flicker of a fluorescent light, CRT, etc. The term k*noise means a noise which is dependent only on the video camera due to gain-up etc. Therefore, the intensity has the range of:
If the intensity I of the pixel is outside the range, we decide that the pixel is a part of a moving object. First, we predetermine the parameter noise which is dependent only on the video camera setup. Next, we consider the slow change of the background. When a pixel is determined to represent the background, the parameters Iave and σ are updated by the following equation.
I'ave = Iave*(n-1)/n + I*1/n, σ' =σ*(n-1)/n + 2*(I-Iave)*1/n, where n : parameter of the update speed . (When n increases, updating speed decreases.) (5) Eq. (5) is computed for all the pixels determined as the background on each frame. We use I'ave and σ' as Iave and σ in the next frame.
For a pixel estimated at a part of moving object, we do not calculate Eq. (5). However, in order to handle cases that an object is put or taken and the rapid change of background, when the pixel is estimated as a part of moving objects, the parameter σ is updated using the following equation. (When m increases, the speed of fading out decreases.)
Normally, we determine m larger than n. Therefore, if the detected moving object stays at a position, σ increases, and then the detected moving object fade out. If we set m infinity, the detected new objects do not fade out.
Generating common perspective images of detected objects
The method of generating common perspective images of detected moving objects is as follows. The generation of perspective images focusing on detected objects is important in some surveillance applications and can be carried out in real time by using the technique in [6] .
Experiment
We have prototyped a surveillance system using the proposed method on a Linux PC. The specification of the PC is as follows.
OS: Redhat 7.1 CPU: Pentium4 2GHz Memory: 512MB The left of Fig. 3 shows the screen of the system. The screen is divided into four images. The three images show common perspective images of the largest three moving objects. The other shows an input omnidirectional image, histogram, etc.
We set the parameters as follows. 255 0 ≤ ≤ I
, noise = 4, n=360, and m=1080. The parameters are determined empirically. However, the selected parameters have been proven to be suitable for different indoor environments such as lobby and meeting rooms.
In this experiment, there were two walkers and a putted doll under the condition that there were fluorescent lights and incoming lights from windows (see Fig.3 right) . Figure 4 shows the stream of screen images. The system can detect moving objects robustly and can update images at intervals of 0.2 sec.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new method for robustly detecting moving objects with an omnidirectional video camera. The proposed method uses a background subtraction technique which is based on adaptively updating background images. In subtracting the background image from the input image, we consider the oscillation of intensity so that the proposed method can robustly detect moving objects under the condition that there are fluorescent lights and incoming lights from windows. We have also developed a prototype system for surveillance application. The system has been successfully demonstrated in indoor environments.
The future work includes the improvement of updating the areas of detected moving objects and the tracking of detected moving objects between adjacent frames.
